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Palestine Welcome*
W " MAts GDRE rivm-pition b y British
By Willis Brook*,
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1 w ted among men, deriving
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Goddess;
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and
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Home FhoaeMM
eat nothing, keep quiet, seek
Jefferson, In the preamble to the Dec- With, a cap on her head and a sword
the Egyptian cities, which Bod a reedy
darkness and airy places, drink
laration, on July 4, XT76.
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in.her hand,
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when
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when sick.' Sheep and cows in
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other;
the same circumstances seek
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whole time I sat with him In congress And, of
course, since be wasnt so
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—:.- much as her beau;
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Inquired how It happened that he was
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with
a
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fluid
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appointed on a committee of such im- That they were any father and
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mother.
and highways, that the moisturelBSy
portance. Mr. Jefferson had the repuis
wounded
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flow
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Repaired and Ground by an Expert attation of a masterly pen."
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•Work Called (brand Delivered Promptly
Jerusalem to purify the air, and other
And the Goddess is always supposed
A terrier had an Injured ey»,
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. It remained lyipg under n count
As the guardian of Freedom, AmerAmerica. Another blessing Btltls"
ter, avoiding heat and light, alicas pride,
though it had been Its habit to,
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the building- o' reservoirs on W
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ed the general treatments-rest
For a Marshal is one who's appointed
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which the surrounding: country n»*y be
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watered during the dry ^'"O"'
ing
the
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surface
of
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puw.
Stations;
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And a Goddess, of course, is expected
which It then applied to the
to be
wounded eye, again licking tlu»
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So far above earthly enactments that
pnw when It became dry, Guts,
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when Unrt, also treat themselves
Hew Cembtnatien With Oxy«e«* MereWill Indulge in no human flirtations.
by this simple method.
ly Cauaee Ch«n«es in the Ferm ,
ef -the Metal.
But IVe heard people say 'twas the
The methods adopted by most
talk of the town"
of the wild animals for doc-topThat this Marshal was so patriotic
When Iron- "ru*tt> It combines with
ing themselves are unknown to
He pranced and cavorted his steed up
oxygen and form* a substsne* known
man, but there Is ho doiibt that
Principal Office aad Yard
and down
. . .
as oxide and hydroxide of Iron. The
every nnlmal has the ability to,
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combination with oxygen cause* the
skillfully doctor Itself.
blue of that gown
Iron to lose Its Arm, rigid texture,- hv
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Why Furniture,That Is Intended fee character and appearance, Since, In •
And refitttedher colors from cheeks
South America Must • * TherIts new form. It Is easily blown «*
Thomas Jefferson.
blushing red
brushed sway. It may stem to haveeughly Poisoned. >
Under temples of white; end her eyes,
*ily
ed of Benjamin Franklin, aged sevenh i s said.
Furniture makers who want to make vanished, although It hs« really „.=»
light Service at the Right Price ty; Roger Sherman, ntty-five; John Were bright with the blue of her a market for their wares in South been dispersed, .
I Adams, forty; Thomaa Jefferson, thlrglances.
will have to>*olson the wood The process of rutting is cillej
MasMfsetursnef ' '|tythree ana
R u, n, lon So, that'a how it conies that the America
thoroughly. This Is the warning Is- '•slow oxidation." In perfectly dry alfr
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Iron does not rust. The presence of
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In
a
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of
the
United
States
arch of this Immortal body, and Jef Provokes me to srlsd celebration. department of commerce prepared by moisture Is eawentlal to set the action
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ferson and Livingston were both young If the Marshal and Goddess had let It Trade Commissioner Harold E. Ever- going. The agents concerned in rust- q«n»rsu B«aii«»r n»pealr»,;
men, with their lives practically beThe reason is that unless the ing are oxygen, carbon dtdxld* and
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And taken no part, who the dickens ley.
woodibe
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"I gave Jefferson my vote for chairoxygen, but the hydrogen comes from
eat
It.
man of the committee," said Adams, Hsve been in the scheme of Crea- When hatched, the tenuote 1* *«nthe-water, »nd the c**on dloxldi usu- Roch. I*boo*,StoseUt7 »euMasBl
•cyvasrytrtlng i n Hub&air' '••and
did all In my power to secure
tton?
After I p. m. sad Hessk&rs). •~;M
Ortlve. erswlli.g six-legged creature ally from the air.
the votes of others. I think he had
Experiment has sbown that Iron In;
(Copyright)
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very
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begin*
to
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Its
one more vote than any other, and that
Choice food—wood." It works secret contact with water and «*yg*n doe*
placed KIm-at the head of the commit- DESIGNED FAMOUS OLD HALL ly,
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'in
tee. I had the next highest'number,
ning usually with the grain " n, l ,W1V" present But there art some Other
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wrote Jefferson in his notes. "The
committee was J. Adams, Doctor Independence Imll stands not on»y chair, the top of a desk or a panel of uV smoke from chlmniys.. Whether
Franklin, Roger Sherman,. Robert B. as the place of rest for the Liberty a bureau finds his fingers break Iron rust* more rapidly In water or to
Livingston and myself. . . . The bell, but as the old Pennsylvania thmiigh ns if the object was mad* 0' air depends upon ctrinimstance*. If
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committee for drafting the Declaration statehouse, and the building wherln egsshi.il. and then the whole thing col- the water Is 4»ure and free from bub;
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appears,
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desired me to do It. It was accordU Exchange St Rochester. N, V ingly done, and, before approved by the Declaration of Independence was lapses.
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signed In 1770, with John Hancock at The hardness of the wood makes no of carbon dioxide In the water pro- HIts head. It is still In excellent pres- difference to the termites, the only duces rust very quickly.
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and others that contain a substance While the war in Europe hai deVulcaaixing a Specialty
For many years, it was unknown disagreeable to the taste of the tot* stroyed cities, archeologlsts In India Till Jliti, Till, AsftoJf « l
who was the designer of the old state- mite*. S Q varnish protects, and thehave been excavating s town that was
house, now better known as Indenend- lumber . must he thoroughly Imprcg probably old tit the time of the Kmhan
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tinted with « chemical noisort that will king, Kadphlses ,Tf,, who flourished
about
A.
IX
85
to
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The
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thus
4 8 4 Memln S t r a a t 13.retnnln effective «woii after kiln dry- revHilml by the excavators was built
ing.
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by the Asiatic Greeks who invaded
and conquered the Punjab, and the General Repsirhsg and BbepJT'
How Cat Hypnotizes Birds.
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ducted by boards of comnilsadoned ofnIndependence Hall.
Friday, June 28, when it was read and
liquids and solids do .not ordlnsrlly cers of the coast tnafd. Cadets mtm
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mix, and the idea of combining <***'
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Amid all the changes In the phrase- ettce halL Bat the discovery about and petroleum to make a new fuel educated tit the Coast Gusurd academy
at Mew^Lohdon, eona,, the course c*v>
forty
years
ago
of
theyldentical
design,
ology of the Decltratloh'before it was
sounds rather chimerical at first, "say*
Anally adopted, the sentence of the BOW In the Pennsylvania Historical so- Popular Mechanics magaslne. Yet that ering three years. Candidate* fc*
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a
head
that the mind can hardly grasp It It
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